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Abstract
The Cyber Force Support webpage will educate the user to protect the system through

the correct use of tools associated to the cyber security. This will help maintain, protect

and support properly the system and network security. It will also explain how to use a

tool to audit informatic security. Take for example, security tests and system

penetrations, which will allow the handling of cyber-attacks, whose objective is the

cyber defense, as well as to capture data, shared sections and communications. It

performs analysis on communications networks whose objective is to capture,

troubleshoot and avoid threats like computer viruses, data breaches, and Denial of

Service attacks on the network by analyzing data packages. The goal is to help users

understand the risk of not knowing the threats and consequences of security breaches;

therefore, the importance of Cyber Force Support.

Introduction

According to Ponemon Institute, a Cyber Crime Study indicates that cyber-attacks

generally refer to criminal activity conducted via internet [1]. These attacks can include

stealing an organization’s intellectual property, confiscating online bank accounts,

creating and distributing viruses on other computers, among others. Based on these

findings, organizations need to be more aware in protecting their most sensitive and

confidential information [1].

Therefore, it’s important to not ignore successful attacks and threats since that means,

the attacker has penetrated the system, which implies that it’s one step away from

stealing all information and confidential data, both personal and/or of the company, as

well as considering that these attackers are hackers who have the knowledge and

experience to manipulate everything in your system. As a result, the content and

purpose of Cyber Force Support is fundamental and necessary, both to raise awareness

and understand the vulnerability that people face when the system is breached as well

as to prevent and protect.

The aim of this project is to present strategies and ideas intended to accomplish the full

development of the Cyber Force Support. It’s divided into six sections for better

understanding. The sections are the literature review, problem statement, methodology,

results, conclusions and references.

One of the mayor concerns that are disregarded by companies and regular users is the

fact that they are not properly educated regarding cyber-attacks, system breaches nor

hackers. Therefore, a successful attack will lead to compromise and expose any

confidential information of the company or single user, which can be subtracted and

modified to the attacker’s benefit.

It’s not uncommon to encounter the occasional system administrator whose knowledge

of computer security is inadequate. Currently, all systems are exposed and vulnerable

to an attack. According to Wong, studies have demonstrated that one of the great

reasons behind this is the Internet [5]. For example, before the internet, the systems

had approximately dozens of users, which worked for a single organization, using its

own software or a commercial software. Also, the data was moved over discs or tapes

[5]. The reality is that everything changes drastically with the arrival of the internet.

It’s not just dozens of users, but billions all around the world, which leads to new

problems much more complex to resolve. According to the different sectors (Finance

Information, Professional Information Manufacturing, Mining Healthcare ADM,

Retail and Edu finance), it shows that the 63% of the breaches have been due to weak

passwords, default passwords or stolen passwords [5].

One can assume that of many types of cyber-attacks, in most of cases, several bad

results are obtained. Take for example the hacking, which is prompt by people that

write programs or viruses that can affect profusely any machine, whose function it’s

based on exploiting buffer that allows the codes to run. On top of that, it also tricks the

user into running the code from a web page or even from emails without even realizing

it. This leads the critic production servers to interrupt their function over the infection

of a virus, which at the same time, goes into the machines of the end-users causing the

network flow to overheat as well as the webserver. Therefore, another bad result will

be a specific attack, whose purpose is to steal or damage the corporation’s data.

In order to develop the Cyber Force Support webpage, the use of security tools and

webpage interface will be used as resources to accomplish this project.

For the development of the Cyber Force Support webpage, the researcher uses the user

base open “SDK” to design the webpage through WIX, followed by Security Tools in

which users can choose with different purposes, such as web scanners, sniffers,

password audit, pocket crafters, etc. The “How to” tutorials will be used for the display

on The Cyber Force Support webpage.
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Conclusions

Problem

Methodology

Results and Discussion 
After understanding the goal and importance in interpreting the problem and presenting

a solution to it, is possibly an option to work for the master’s project. The researcher

was struck by this issue of computer security, to be developed as a project, since both

personally and professionally, have witnessed the mismanagement of successful attacks

in big companies, as well as how vulnerable is a system or ignored when not knowing

the consequences of them. Nowadays, this problem that the researcher presents as a

project is one which has no solution, due to lack of knowledge, as well as, the

discipline of a user when using the system. When researching about cyber-security,

everything comes across thousands of solutions and measures to prevent attacks and

even tools or programs whose function is the systems protection, but these programs

and their proper training come at a great cost, which many companies are not willing to

pay for. The web page that the researcher intends to develop will be a source of support

with tutorials of use and management of computer security tools free of cost. The

page’s interface will allow the user to access a series of tutorials, find information on

the security tools and educate themselves about security. Finally, the project is based on

the initially established problem, which aims to build and develop Cyber Force Support

as a reliable reference source for its users.

Background

A series of studies associated with the risks of security management reveal that many

organizations have overlooked security systems and don’t take measures to correct the

vulnerabilities in the system [2]. The researcher can list non-efficient ways, which can

lead to a possible cyber security problem, as shown in Figure 1.

Security Scheme

The importance of informatics is to:

• Identify and select what should be protected, such as sensitive information.

• Establish levels of priority and importance on this information.

• Know the consequences that the loss of sensitive data would bring to the company,

in terms of costs and productivity.

• Identify the threats, as well as the vulnerability levels of the network.

• Perform a cost analysis in prevention and recovery to reduce the impact.

It’s important to take into consideration that the threats and vulnerabilities will not

disappear in their entirety. The implementation of security measures such as those

mentioned above, will help to reduce the impact on the systems. Before starting to

implement Cyber Force Support, a series of webpages will be carried out with

information on cyber security, articles and latest free tools for computer security. The

purpose of consulting and studying this information and security tools, is to get

acquainted with the latest attacks and tools available on the Internet. Once the different

security tools are chosen, each one will be approved, presenting a tutorial on how to

use and manage it. Brief summary is illustrated in Figure 2.

The Cyber Force Support webpage will show “How to” tutorials of the tools. For every

tool, there will be background information about where and how to download and

install the tool. Table 1 describes the Cyber Force Support Tools

In this section, the researcher discusses how the Cyber Force Support will be presented.

When users access the webpage, they will see different tabs with tools names and an

introduction background with information about the purpose of the webpage. Also,

there will be a menu with information about the tools, links to download the tool,

references of security strategies and articles, contact information and others.

As a solution to the previously established problem, the researcher developed a

webpage whose objective will be focused in creating conscience and create awareness

regarding the cyber-attacks and the system security. It’s intended to educate the user

with a series of tutorials and tools for their cyber-security. The different tutorials will

show how to acquire the tool, its utility, the operative system in which it functions, how

to install it, how to use the tools through personally advised tests, among others.

Some research questions purpose is to contribute to the development of the web page.

It’s important to emphasize that the questions illustrated in Figure 4 can vary during the

development process.

Systems are being vulnerable to attacks by hackers. There’s a serious situation with the

systems that are being attacked and there’s a lack of action in the face of these events,

mainly due to the deficit of knowledge in the field of computer security. Poor security

practices could put everyone’s information in the hands of vague people. The goal of

this research addresses the problem by presenting ways of how to protect the systems

with the application of security techniques. Also, the proposed study offers to solve the

main problem of attacks by hackers and the lack of importance in handling such events.

It’s intended to promote the user to know more about computer security, using tools of

the computer security. This research will help the user's knowledge through tutorials

explaining the use of the tool. The potential for the generation of results is to ensure

that possible cyber-attacks can be managed properly and at the same time how to avoid

them by applying the knowledge acquired in Cyber Force Support.

Future Work
The project is based on the initially established problem, which aims to build and

develop Cyber Force Support as a reliable reference source for its users. In the future,

the content of the website will be more robust, thus implementing a more

comprehensive concept, through tutorials on security tools. As new tools come out, new

tutorials will be added as sources of security knowledge on the website. Keeping users

informed of developments in the area of cyber security such as: trainings, certifications

and education. This will allow the individual to develop professionally as well as create

awareness of attacks and cases related to cyber security.


